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i\a. 
STATEMENT 
from the Premier 
November 28, 1975 
Oate State Administration Centre, 
Victoria Square, Adelaide, 
Embargo South Australia 5001 
228 4811 
FIR. FRA5ER 15 POLICY SPEECH 
"Mr. Fraser is introducing a new proposition which will be of vital interest 
to the schoolrooms of this country. That proposition is that addition 
equals subtraction. Mr. Fraser's collection of economic absurdities, 
which he passed off as a policy speech, are based on that impossible 
proposition. 
"[^ r. Fraser has said he must transfer resources to the private sector of 
the-economy from the public sector and, in this way, control inflation. 
But almost in the same breath he announces more and more committments 
to increased government spending. Superphosphate bounties will be 
reintroduced, investment allowances will be reintroduced, accelerated 
depreciation allowances will be reintroduced, a new Home Savings Grant 
5cheme - which will do nothing to solve the problem of the high cost of 
buying a home and which, in fact, will probably add to the cost of a 
home - will be started and a Rural Bank will be established. 
"As well, while Mr. Fraser proposed to spend more money, his proposals to 
suspend quarterly payments of Company Tax and cut Company Taxes generallyy 
would greatly reduce Commonwealth revenue. 
"Mr. Fraser is trying to tell the Australian people that he can. spend 
more money with less funds available.. Not only that, but he says- he is 
not going to make cuts in present programmes in the immediate-future. 
Mr. Fraser says he will control inflation but if what he said last 
• night was taken seriously all he will do will be to increase the 
already dangerously high money supply and boost inflation. The whole 
speech last night is one of the most absurd pieces of economic 
inconsistency this country has ever seen. 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
"The danger is that Mr. Fraser will urge on the people a policy which is 
utterly impossible. After the election, of course, we will not get that 
policy because of its impossibility and absurdity. 
"the policies a Fraser government would really introduce are obvious. 
When Mr. Fraser talks of "transferring resources to the private sector" 
he means that spending on schools, hospitals, roads, pensions and the 
cities will be greatly reduced. When he talks Df "a rigorous examination 
of social welfare machinery" he means a return to the pension pittances 
which characterised Liberal Governments in the past. Who can forget 
the Liberal record on pensions? 
\ 
"It is vital to realise that the policy Mr. Fraser announced last week 
is unworkable and inflationary; the people must realise the policies 
Mr. Fraser would really implement if he became Prime Minister". 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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